Optical performance monitoring using asynchronous optical or electrical sampling has gained considerable attention. Relative clock wander between data signal and sampling source is a typical occurrence in such systems. A method for the quantitative monitoring of the relative clock wander in asynchronous optical under-sampling system is presented. With a series of simulations, the clock wanders recovered using this method are in good agreement with the preset clock wanders of different amounts and frequencies for both RZ and NRZ signals. Hence, the reliability and robustness of the method are proven.
With the growing demand for the ultra-high capacity fiber-optic networks, a straightforward opto-electric conversion in the receiver end is far from sufficient to meet the high bandwidth required in such systems. Optical sampling technique [1−5] enables prior sampling of the signal in the optical domain before photo detection, significantly degrading the bandwidth requirement for the photo detectors. To control the timing of the sampling event, synchronous optical sampling system [6−8] with optical clock recovery is implemented. However, this is impractical in terms of technical realization and deployment cost. Thus, asynchronous optical [9, 10] and electrical sampling [11] have become the focus in recent years due to their reduced hardware complexity. And they both do not require optical or electrical clock recovery. Recently, up to 500-Gb/s eye diagram monitoring has been achieved using asynchronous all optical sampling [12] . However, it yields a random clock wander between the signal and sampling sources in such system because no clock recovery is applied. Monitoring of the relative clock wander is very useful in obtaining further insight into the asynchronous sampling system and especially in choosing the proper sampling source for certain data source under testing (the smaller the relative wander, the more the system performance is optimized). However, literature on the observation of the relative clock wander in asynchronous sampling system is insufficient.
In this letter, a method for quantitatively observing clock wander in asynchronous under-sampling system is demonstrated by validating the reliability and the robustness with a series of numerical simulations on both return-to-zero (RZ) and nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) signals. The method for monitoring the relative clock wander in asynchronous sampling system is described. The mimic sampling experiments on NRZ and RZ signals by means of simulations to verify the clock-wander observation method in terms of reliability and robustness are presented.
The schematic illustration comparing the undersampling process of the asynchronous and synchronous sampling systems is depicted in Fig. 1 . It shows the first six sampling events perform in the system. As shown on the plot, S is the under sampling ratio (the nearest integer number of the ratio between the signal bit rate and the sampling frequency). Black dots indicate the wander-free synchronous sampling, and the sampling interval is denoted as T s . It should be noted that T s is in scale of the signal bit period T b . The red dots denote the asynchronous sampling affected by the relative clock drift δ n where n starts counting from 0, corresponding to the time index of the samples. If δ n is known, the plot of the clock wander can be given, as shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 1 shows that the relative clock drift δ n can be obtained by using the timing of the samples in asynchronous sampling to subtract the timing of the corresponding samples in synchronous sampling. Accordingly, Fig. 1 , can be written more generally as t n = nT s + δ n , where t n signifies the timing of the samples in asynchronous sampling. It suggests that the clock wander can be acquired straightforwardly by subtracting the linear drift from t n . In this case, we apply a sliding window finite impulse response (FIR) filter with 2K + 1 taps to obtain the timing of each sample as [12] 
Subsequently, the tap coefficients c n are given by
where W n is a windowing function and f a is the aliased frequency which can be found from an averaging periodogram (over M blocks wherein each block contains L samples) of the transformed samples y n , i.e., after a nonlinear function f (x) has been applied to the normalized samples. The nonlinear function f (x) emphasizes the transition between the two levels (corresponding to 0 and 1 in the transmitted sequence) [11] . Figure  3 shows an example of the averaging periodogram. The highest peak, denoted as the aliased frequency, manifests itself when excluding the 0 frequency component. It is worth mentioning that the positive or negative aliased frequency only decides the reconstruction direction and leads a mirror eye with each other.
For FIR filter of 2K + 1 taps, t n is given as
Based on this, we can obtain the clock wander directly by subtracting the linear drift. It should be noted that this clock-wander observing method is independent of the signal bit rate and can be applied to any data format. Moreover, any undersampling system, including electrical or all-optical sampling as well as linear or nonlinear implementation, can be used for data acquisition.
The sampling processes on RZ and NRZ signals of pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) are numerically simulated by using the popular software package Lab-VIEW to investigate the reliability and robustness of this clock-wander observing method. In the simulation, the data pulse simulated is of Gaussian-type shape [13] u(0, t) = exp − 1 2
where parameter m controls the degree of edge sharpness. T 0 is the half width (at 1/e-intensity point) given by
where T FWHM indicates the full-width at half-maximum of the pulse.
For the sampling of the RZ signal, RZ data pulse is given by m = 1 (Gaussian). In our simulation, bit period of the signal T b = 0.2873 s and sampling period T s = 1 s are adopted to ensure that the time step is an irrational number. Otherwise, only particular points of the bit slot can be sampled. The under-sampling ratio S is chosen to be 3. T FWHM is set at 25% of T b , which leads to T 0 = 0.043. The extinction ratio of the pulse is -15 dB. PRBS with a pattern length of 2 7 −1 is used and 8 × 10 4 samples are taken. The clock wander δ n is modeled as the form of sinusoidal signal for convenience. Hence, the preset sampling timing t n of the samples can be calculated accordingly by the expression mentioned before. For simplicity, no additive timing jitter is launched to the signal. Sinusoidal-like clock wanders of different frequencies and amplitudes are imparted to examine the reliability of the method for RZ signal. The comparison of the clock wander recovered at the receiver end with the one preset at the transmitter end is simultaneously obtained. Figure 4(a) shows the clock wander recovered in comparison with the preset clock wander as a sinusoidal signal with an amplitude of 10% of T b and only one In conclusion, we present a quantitative monitoring method for the relative clock wander between signal and sampling sources in asynchronous under-sampling system. The quality of the method is verified in terms of its reliability and robustness through a series of sampling simulations on both RZ and NRZ signals. At the transmitter end, clock wander preset, as a sinusoidal signal, varies with respect to amplitude or frequency. Subsequently, such clock wander is recovered correspondingly at the receiver end. The preset and the recovered clock wanders are in good agreement, validating the reliability and robustness of the clock-wander observing method.
